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Abstract: Ontology is the basis of sharing and reusing knowledge on the Semantic 
Web, and ontology-based semantic retrieval is a hotspot of current research. Fuzzy 
ontology is an extension of domain ontology for solving the uncertainty problems. 
To represent fuzzy knowledge more effectively, this paper presents a new series of 
fuzzy ontology models that consists of fuzzy domain ontology and fuzzy linguistic 
variable ontologies, considering semantic relationships of concepts, including set 
relation, order relation, equivalence relation and semantic association relation etc. 
The process to construct linguistic variables ontology is discussed. Using ontology 
and RDFS, the knowledge model for product information is created. To achieve 
semantic retrieval, the semantic query expansion in SeRQL is constructed by se-
mantic relations between fuzzy concepts. The application shows that these models 
can overcome the localization of other fuzzy ontology models, and this research 
facilitates the fuzzy knowledge sharing and semantic retrieval on the Semantic 
Web. 

1.  Introduction 

Ontology is a conceptualization of a domain into a human understandable, ma-
chine-readable format consisting of entities, attributes, relationships, and axioms 
[1].It is used as a standard knowledge representation for the Semantic Web. How-
ever, the conceptual formalism supported by typical ontology may not be suffi-
cient to represent uncertainty information commonly found in many application 
domains due to the lack of clear-cut boundaries between concepts of the domains. 
Moreover, fuzzy knowledge plays an important role in many domains that face a 
huge amount of imprecise and vague knowledge and information, such as text 
mining, multimedia information system, medical informatics, machine learning, 
and human natural language processing. 
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To handle uncertainty of information and knowledge, one possible solution is 
to incorporate fuzzy theory into ontology. Then we can generate fuzzy ontologies, 
which contain fuzzy concepts and fuzzy memberships. The fuzzy ontologies are 
capable of dealing with fuzzy knowledge [2], and are efficient in text and multi-
media object representation and retrieval. 

Lee et al. proposed an algorithm to create fuzzy ontology and applied it to news 
summarization [3]. This work is based on their previous work on ontology-based 
fuzzy event extraction agents for Chinese news summarization. Tho et al. pro-
posed a Fuzzy Ontology Generation Framework (FOGA) for fuzzy ontology gen-
eration on uncertainty information [4]. This framework is based on the idea of 
fuzzy theory and Formal Concept Analysis (FCA). Abulaish et al. proposed a 
fuzzy ontology framework in which a concept descriptor is represented as a fuzzy 
relation which encodes the degree of a property value using a fuzzy membership 
function [5]. To enable representation and reasoning for fuzzy ontologies, Kang et 
al. proposed a new fuzzy extension of description logics called the fuzzy descrip-
tion logics with comparison expressions (FCDLs) [6]. Calegari et al. presented the 
fuzzy OWL language [7]. Zhai et al. studied the fuzzy ontology using intuitionistic 
fuzzy set [8]. 

But, current fuzzy ontology models have localization in fuzzy semantic re-
trieval. To represent formally the fuzzy knowledge more effectively, this paper 
presents a new kind of fuzzy ontology models. The rest of this paper is organized 
as follows: Section 2 introduces fuzzy domain ontology model. Section 3 presents 
fuzzy linguistic variable ontology models. Section 4 applies fuzzy ontology to 
knowledge modeling and section 5 studies information retrieval based on SeRQL. 
Finally, section 6 concludes the paper. 

2.  Fuzzy domain ontology model 

An ontology organizes domain knowledge in terms of concepts, properties, re-
lations and axioms, and the fuzzy ontology is created as an extension to the stan-
dard ontology. 

Definition 1 (Fuzzy domain ontology) – A fuzzy domain ontology is a 6-tuple 
, where: ),,,,,( F

RC
F APRPCIO  
I is the set of individuals, also called instances of the concepts. (1) 

(2) C  is a set of concepts. A concept is often considered as a class in an ontol-
ogy. Every concept here has some properties whose value is fuzzy concept or 
fuzzy set. And, every concept can have the degree of membership 

:) I( oiC ]1,0[P and the degree of non-membership  of the 
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CP(3)  is a set of concepts properties. A property  is defined as a 5-

tuple of the form , where 

CC Pp �
Cc�),,,,( Ufqvcp FF

C  is an ontology concept, 

 represents property values ,  models linguistic qualifiers, which can con-

trol or alter the strength of a property value ,  is the restriction facets on 

, and U is the universe of discourse. Both  and  are the fuzzy concepts 

on U , but  changes the fuzzy degree of . For example, “price” is a prop-
erty of concept “product”. The value of  “price” may be either fuzzy concept 
“cheap” or fuzzy number “around 50”, and the linguistic qualifiers may be “very”, 
“little”,  “close to” etc. Therefore, the final value of  “price” may be “very cheap” 
or “little expensive”. At the same time, the property  has also the non-

fuzzy form .  

Fv Fq

Fv f

Fv Fv Fq
q FvF

CC Pp �
),,( fvcpC

R(4) is a set of inter-concept relations between concepts. The relation type is 
not only the ordinary binary relation of CCr u� , but also is the fuzzy relation 
and the intuitionistic fuzzy relation from  to C . C

RP(5)  is a set of relations properties. Like concept properties,  is 

defined as a 4-tuple of the form , where 

RR Pp �
Ccc �21,),,,( 21 F

R srccp  are ontol-

ogy concepts, r  represents relation, and ]1,0[�Fs  or models rela-
tion strengths and has meaning of fuzzy set or intuitionistic fuzzy set on , 
which can represent the strength of association between concept-pairs 

. For instance, there is a relation of “loyalty” between “customer” and 
“brand”. The strength of  “loyalty” can be 0.7, a fuzzy value, and can be [0.6,0.8], 
a interval value, i.e. intuitionistic fuzzy value, which express more abundant in-
formation about uncertainty. On the other hand,  can also be fuzzy linguistic 
value, i.e. fuzzy concept. 

]1,0[�Fs
CC u

!� 21,cc

Fs

(6)  is a set of fuzzy rules. In a fuzzy system the set of fuzzy rules is used 
as knowledge base. 

FA

The fuzzy domain ontology is used to model domain expert knowledge. But, 
due to the lack of relationships between fuzzy concepts that can be the value of 
properties, it is difficult to integrate diverse ontology systems. For example, in an 
ontology the set of property “price” value is {cheap, appropriate, expensive, …}, 
and in other ontology the same set is {high, low, middle, …}. To map these on-
tologies, it is necessary to define the semantic relationship between fuzzy con-
cepts, e.g. “cheap” and “expensive” have the relation of disjointness, and “low” 
and “high” have the same relation of disjointness etc. 

Consequently, we propose the fuzzy linguistic variables ontology models. 
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3.  Fuzzy linguistic variable ontology 

The fuzzy linguistic variables proposed by Zadeh are the basic of fuzzy 
knowledge and fuzzy system. To achieve the knowledge share and reuse for fuzzy 
systems on the Semantic Web, it is necessary to represent the fuzzy linguistic 
variables with ontology. 

Definition 2 (Fuzzy linguistic variable) – Fuzzy linguistic variable is the vari-
able whose value is term or concept in natural language. A fuzzy linguistic vari-
able is a 4-tuple , where: ),,,( UMTX

X  is the name of fuzzy linguistic variable, e.g. “price” or “speed” etc. (1) 
(2)  T is the set of terms which is the value of fuzzy linguistic variable, e.g. 

T ={ cheap, appropriate, expensive, …} or T  ={fast, middle, slow,…}. 
(3) M is the mapping rules which map every term of T  to fuzzy set at . U
(4) U  is the universe of discourse. 
Introducing semantic relationships between concepts, we obtain the ontology 

model. 
Definition 3 (Fuzzy linguistic variable ontology) – A fuzzy linguistic variable 

ontology is a 6-tuple , where: ),,,,,( USFRCcO FaF  
(1)  is a concept on the abstract level, e.g. “price”, “speed” etc.  The corre-

sponding element of  is  
ac

ac X in definition 2. 

(2)  is the set of fuzzy concepts which describes all values of . The cor-

responding element of  is T in definition 2, but  has certain structure or 
relations

FC ac

FC FC
R . 

(3)  is a set of binary relations between concepts in 

. A kind of relation is set relation 

}|{ FF CCrrR u� 

FC  SR {inclusion ( i.e. � ), intersection, dis-
jointness, complement ( i.e. ŉ)}, and the other relations are the order relation and 
equivalence relation },,{  td OR .  and an order relation FC r compose the 

ordered structure . There are other semantic relations between con-
cepts, such as semantic distance relation, semantic proximity relation and semantic 
association relation etc. 

!� rCF ,

(4)  is the set of membership functions at U , which is isomorphic to . 
The corresponding element of F  is 

FCF
M in definition 2, but F  has also certain 

structure or relations. 
(5)  is a set of binary operators at . These 

binary operators form the mechanism of generating new fuzzy concepts. Basic op-
erators are the “union”, “intersection” and “complement” etc., i.e. 

}:|{ FFF CCCssS ou FC

},,,{ /��� S .  and  S compose the algebra structureFC !� SCF , . 
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(6) U  is the universe of discourse. 
Definition 3 is more complex than definition 2 in order to describe the seman-

tic information.   
Modeling the linguistic qualifiers, we extend the fuzzy linguistic variable on-

tology as follows. 
Definition 4 (Extended fuzzy ontology) – An extended fuzzy ontology is a 8-

tuple ),,,,,,,( UOQSFRCcO FaF  , where: 

(1)  have same interpretations as defined in definition 3. USFRCc Fa ,,,,,
(2) Q  is the set of the linguistic qualifiers, e.g. Q ={very, little,  close to, …}. 

An qualifier and a fuzzy concept FF Cc �Qq�  compose a composition fuzzy 
concept that can be the value of  , e.g. “very cheap”. ac

(3) O  is the set of fuzzy operators at U , which is isomorphic to Q .  
To simplify the transform from fuzzy linguistic variables to fuzzy ontology, 

we introduce the basic fuzzy ontology model as follows. 
Definition 5 (Basic fuzzy ontology) –A  basic fuzzy ontology is a 4-

tuple , where  have same interpretations as 
defined in definition 5, which satisfy the following conditions: 

),,,( UFCcO FaF  UFCc Fa ,,,

},,,{ 21 nF cccC /  is a limited set. (1) 

(2) Only one relation of set, the relation of disjointness, exists in , and  

is complete atU . In the other words,  is a fuzzy partition ofU . 
FC FC

FC
d , and (3)  has an ordered relation FC d!� ,FC  is a complete ordered set, 

i.e. all concepts in  constitute a chain FC nccc ddd /21 . 

(4)  is optional element of ontology. F
An example of basic fuzzy ontology is ˙˄FO  ac price of product, 

{very cheap, cheap, appropriate, expensive, very expensive}, 
˅, where “very cheap” �  “cheap” � “appropriate”  � “expensive” 

� “very expensive” . 

 FC
]100,0[ U

The process to construct fuzzy linguistic variables ontology is as following: 
1. Extracting linguistic variables from application domain. 
2. Naming the linguistic variables based on domain ontology. 
3. Specifying the fuzzy concepts which are the value of fuzzy linguistic variable. 
4. (Analyzing the semantic relation between fuzzy concepts. 
5. Mapping these fuzzy concepts and their relations to space of membership func-

tions. 
For instance, industrial washing machine is used in a variety of domain, but it 

consumes a mass of water and electricity. Using fuzzy control, the optimal wash-
ing strategy which is determined by fuzzy inference can save water and electricity 
effectively. Fuzzy inference depends on fuzzy knowledge base, i.e. the set of 
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fuzzy rules, which are summarized from human experiences expressed by fuzzy 
linguistic variables. 

Therefore, definition of fuzzy linguistic variables is the basic of construction of 
fuzzy rules. To share and reuse fuzzy knowledge, it is necessary to represent for-
mally the fuzzy linguistic variables through ontology. Representing input variables 
in fuzzy control system for industrial washing machine, there are three basic fuzzy 
ontologies defined in definition 5 as following: 

(1) ˙˄  quality of cloth, 1O  FC ac {chemical fiber, textile, cotton}, 

˅, where “chemical fiber”  � “textile” � “cotton” from point of 
view of cotton content, and the membership functions are shown in Fig 1. 

]100,0[ U

           50                        100 

fiber        textile             cotton 

 
 Fig. 1. Membership functions for quality of cloth

(2) ˙˄  quantity of cloth,  ac2O  FC {little, middle, much, very much}, 

˅, where “little”  � “middle” � “much” � “very much” , and the 
membership functions are shown in Fig 2. 

]25,0[ U

little   middle    much      very much

 5        10        15       20      25  
Fig. 2. Membership functions for quantity of cloth

(3) ˙˄  degree of squalidity, 3O  ac  FC {clean, dirtish, dirty, filthy}, 

˅, where “clean”  � “dirtish” � “dirty” � “filthy” , and the mem-
bership functions are shown in Fig 3. 

]100,0[ U
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clean      dirtish    dirty        filthy 

20     40     60     80     100  
Fig. 3. Membership functions for degree of squalidity

4.  Knowledge modeling 

In the open and distributed environments of WWW, in order to integrate and 
reuse information and knowledge in supply chain, ontology becomes the means to 
model knowledge for customer and product [9]. But the standard ontology is not 
able to handle fuzzy phenomenon and uncertainty of information and knowledge. 
It is sufficient for managers and customers to obtain some message in linguistic 
values rather than in accurate numeric values, such as customer information, 
product information etc. For instance, the linguistic values for customer income 
include “low”, “middle”, “high” etc, and linguistic values for product price in-
clude “cheap”, “appropriate”, “expensive” etc. These linguistic values have uncer-
tainty and are fuzzy concepts. 

The idea of Semantic Web came from Tim Bemers-Lee in his vision to move 
the web into a new generation, where the web resources are annotated with mean-
ing in a form that machines can understand. This will open up vast opportunities 
for automated processing of the rich knowledge resources available on the web to 
applications in information search and filtering, knowledge mining, coordination 
and collaborative processing by intelligent agents. The Semantic Web is to be re-
alized through a shared infrastructure consisting of languages and tools for knowl-
edge representation and processing. The basic knowledge representation format is 
the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and RDF Schema (RDFS) [10]. 

Using RDF and RDFS, we construct the ontology structure for customer and 
product knowledge shown in Fig. 4, in which the linguistic values are represented 
formally through fuzzy linguistic variable ontologies. The main fuzzy linguistic 
variable ontologies are as following: 

O1=(age, {old, youth, middle-aged, …}); 
O2=(income, {little, low, middle, high, …}); 
O3=(customer type, {new customer, loyalty customer, gold customer, big cus-

tomer, lost customer, switched customer …}); 
O4=(price,{very cheap, cheap, appropriate, expensive, very expensive}); 
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O5=(zone of influence, {regional, national, international, …});…… …… 
There is a lot of semantic relation between fuzzy concepts. For instance, “gold 
customer”= “big customer”, “switched customer” �  “lost customer”,  “youth” � 
“middle-aged”  � “old” etc. 

 

rdfs: Class rdfs: Resource rdfs: Property 

ex: Product ex: has_price 

rdf: type rdf: type 

rdfs: domain 

rdfs: subClassOf 

ex: ontology_price 

rdfs: range 

 
Fig. 4. Ontology structure for product knowledge (portion)

5.  Semantic information retrieval 

Since the process for information retrieval is based on the knowledge ontol-
ogy, the semantic and concept research can be achieved. Especially, using linguis-
tic value of fuzzy concept, we can construct the research pattern in SeRQL 
(Sesame RDF Query Language) [11] such as: 

SELECT instance of concept FROM {concept} has_property {prop-
erty} WHERE (property of concept) <comparison operator> “Linguistic 
value of fuzzy concept”, in which the comparison operators includes: equal 
comparison (=), less than or equal (�) and greater than or equal (�) etc. 

For instance, we can retrieve “product” information through “price” of prop-
erty, using the search statement such as: SELECT Product FROM  {product} 
has_price {price}  WHERE price � “ expensive”. The standard ontology and 
other fuzzy ontology are not able to handle the search condition at semantic level, 
which includes fuzzy concept and semantic relation between them. 

Using the “order relation” defined in fuzzy linguistic variable ontology : “very 
cheap” �  “cheap” � “appropriate”  � “expensive” � “very expensive” , we can 
transform the search statement to: SELECT Product FROM  {product} has_price 
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{price}  WHERE price = “very cheap” or price = “cheap” or price = “appropri-
ate” or price = “expensive”, in which every sub-condition is ordinary and can be 
completed easily in SeRQL engine. 

When retrieving the information about gold customer by the statement: 
SELECT Customer FROM {customer} has_type {type} WHERE type=“gold 
customer”, we can obtain the information about big customer using equivalence 
relation: “gold customer”= “big customer”. 

When retrieving the information about lost customer by the statement: 
SELECT Customer FROM {customer} has_type {type} WHERE type=“lost 
customer”, we can obtain the information about switched customer using inclusion 
relation: “switched customer” � “lost customer”. 

Based on other semantic relations defined in fuzzy ontology, we can create and 
complete more complex semantic retrieval, which will be described in future 
work. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper we have proposed the fuzzy domain ontology model and the 
fuzzy linguistic variables ontology model to represent fuzzy knowledge. The 
fuzzy linguistic variables ontology models focus on essential semantic relation-
ships between fuzzy concepts, which facilitates the information retrieval at seman-
tic level. The semantic query expansion in SeRQL query language is constructed 
by semantic relations between fuzzy concepts.  

Our further researches lay on the automatic construction of fuzzy ontology and 
the integration among standard ontology and fuzzy ontology. 
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